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UNITED STATES CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS

FOR THE iNlNTH CIRCUIT.

BUTTE CITY STREET RAILWAY i

COMPANY, 1

vs. \ No. 148.

PACIFIC CABLE RAILWAY COM- >

PANY, \

Appellee. I

APPELLEE'S BRIEF.

This is a suit in equit}' for the iufriiio-ement of a patent.

The suit was brought by the appellee herein against the

appellant in the Circuit pourt of the United States for

the District of Montana. That Court, upon final hearing,

found in favor of the complainant, present appellee, and

rendered and filed a written opinion, which appears in

the printed Record on this appeal, pages 133 to 140, and

may also be found in 52 Fed. Rep., 8G3. Thereafter an

interlocutory decree (page 141 of Record) was signed

and entered, after which the defendant took, but did not

proceed with, an appeal from said decree. Thereafter,

upon stipulation (page 144) the proceedings with regard

to this appeal were vacated, and a final decree in fav^or of

complainant was made and entered (pages 14(3 and 147).

From this decree the present appeal is taken to this Court

(page 151).

The assignment of errors are found on j)ages 149, 150.



The first asi^igiunent of error relied ui)Oii ))y the appellant

is, (hat the Court below erred in not sustaining the defense

that the elaim of the patent sued on is invalid, as being

for an unpatentable aggregation. To consider this, it will

be necessary, at the outset, to obtain an understanding of

the patent in suit and of the claim thereof.

It is a patent granted to Henry Root, September 9,

1884, for Raihvay Car. It is found on pages 116 to 120

of Record. The particular subject matter is a brake, and

especially what is known as a " track brake," by which is

meant a brake wdiich is moved into and out of frictional

contact with the track-rails, instead of with the wheels,

as in the case of the more common brakes.

The specification states " My invention relates particii-

larly to a track-brake for railway cars." The first part

of the specification describes the construction of a car,

which is not involved in this case. The description of

the brake mechanism commences (page 119), with "M'

is a shaft extending across the rear truck-frame," etc.,

and continues throughout the sj)ecification. This mech-

anism is illustrated by Figs. 2 and 3, sheet 2, of the

drawings. By looking at Fig. 2, a cross-shaft M^ will be

seen supported by the truck. This shaft is rocked or

oscillated by means of a crank-arm N, to which is at-

tached a connecting rod O, which extends to and is to be

connected with the operating lever P, shown in Fig. 1,

sheet 1.

It will be well at this point to avoid confusion by

pointing out that though the cross-shaft, which at first is

lettered M^ and is so marked in Fig. 2, is thereafter

designated by M, the prime having been dropped, and



the letter M appears without the prime in Fig. 3. The

foot-lever of Fig. 4 is also called M, but as this lever is

not involved in the case it will not he confusion to regard

the cross-shaft as M.

The brake connections being the same at each end of

shaft M, their character can be seen by reference to Fig.

o
O.

To the end of shaft M is connected the upper arm Q,

of a knee or toggle lever. To the lower end of this arm

is jointed the lower arm R of the same knee or toggle

lever, and the lower end of arm R is pivoted to the

brake shoe-holder S, near one end of it. Similar arms,

T and V of a second knee or toggle lever, are located on

the other side of the bolster, and the lower end of arm V
is pivoted to the brake shoe-holder S near the other end

of it. The joints of the two knee or toggle levers are

connected by a link V, so that they operate in unison.

The operation of this brake mechanism is this:

By throwing lever P in one direction, the connecting

rod O is drawn upon ; this, through crank-arm N, rocks

shaft M. The rocking of this shaft causes the connected

knee or toggle levers to straighten; that is, to carry

their arms or members toward a perpendicular. This

has the effect of pressing down the brake-shoe to its

work. The opposite movement of these parts raises the

brake-shoe.

The patent has but one clciim, to wit:

** In a car, the combination of the knee levers suspend-

ed from the truck-frame, having their angles united by a

connecting rod V, the track-shoes suspended from the

lower end of said levers parallel with the track, the trans-



verse shaft M coiiiiectcd to tlic u|)j)er cud of one pair of

levers, the crank-ai-ni X, the connecting rod (), and the

operating lever, substantially as described."

Ts this claim a mere aggregation? An aggregation in

the sense of the patent law is merely a union of inde-

pendent elements, each performing in the union its own

separate function, and affecting the others in no other

manner than that the united result is only the aggregate

of separate effects. In other words, there is no joint ac-

tion between the elements brought together; one does not

affect the other, but each works out its own effect in the

union, precisely as it does w^hen alone, and the full result

is therefore but the sum of separate, complete results.

No better illustration of an aggregation can be found than

in Ajipkton Jfn[ffj Co. vs. >Sfar JTnfg Co., 51 Fed.

Rep., 284. In that case Judge Gresham said: "It is

not true that the patent shows an integral machine. It

describes three old and well known devices—a cutter, a

thrasher, and a separator—mounted on a platform in jux-

taposition, and so geared as to be operated by a single

band-wheel, each device operating, however, just as be-

fore. They are not combined or incorporated into a

single machine, with all its parts coacting upon a com-

mon principle, or in obedience to a common law."

So the Supreme Court in the leading case upon this

point, Haik vs. Van IVormer, 20 Wallace, 353, says: " It

must be conceded that a new" combination, if it produces

new and useful results, is patentable, though all the con-

stituents of the combination were well known and in

common use before the combination was made. But the

results must be a product of the combination, and not a



mere aggregate of several results, each the complete

product of one of the combined elements. Combined re-

sults are not necessarily a novel result, nor are they an

old result obtained in a new and improved manner.

Merely bringing old devices into juxta])ositiou, and

there allowing each to work out its own effect without the

production of something novel is not invention. No one

by bringing together several old devices without produc-

ing a new and useful result, the joint product of the ele-

ments of the combination and something; more than an

aggregate of old results, can acquire," etc.

In an equally noted case, Reckendorfer vs. Faber, 92

U. S., 347, the Supreme Court said of a combination

consisting of the application of a piece of rubber to one

end of a lead pencil: " The combination to be patentable

must produce a different force or effect, or result in the

combined forces or processes, from that given by their

separate parts. There must be a new result produced by

their union; if not so, it is only an aggregation of separate

elements. '•' '•' •=' In the case we are considering,

the parts claimed to make a combination are distinct and

disconnected. Not only is there no new result, but no

joint operation. When the lead is used, it performs the

same operation and in the same manner as it would do

if there were no rubber at the other end of the pencil;

when the rubber is used, it is in the same ma unci- and

performs the same duty as if the lead w^ere not in the

same pencil."

Upon these and many other cases, Prof. Robinson has

founded his definition of aggregation. In section lo4

(Robinson on Patents) referring to a union in which
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each element remains unchanged in function and effect,

he says: " The former union is a mere collocation or ag-

gregation of the elements. Although they have been

brought together in an apparent organism and rendered

more available for use, they still remain the same dis-

tinct and independent means, still acting as so many

separate units and not co-operating with each other to

perform additional functions and accomplish additional

results."

From these definitions we find that the essential tests

of aggregation are first, the mere juxtaposition of parts

in an apparent union in which each works out its own

function without affecting or coacting upon the others,

and second, the absence of joint action of the elements

which would produce a result solely de^Dendant upon such

joint action and different from the mere sum of individ-

ual separate effects.

The claim to which these tests are to be applied is a

union of seven elements, to wit: 1st, Knee levers. 2d,

The rod connecting them at their angles. 3d, The

track-shoes. 4th, The rock-shaft connected to the

knee levers. 5th, The crank-arm of the rock-shaft.

6th, The rod attached to the crank-arm, and 7th, The

operating lever to which the rod is attached. It is a dif-

ficult matter to apply any such test to so obvious a com-

bination of mechanical powers as is presented by this

claim, for each element is so inherently simple that it

can hardly be said to have any function or effect what-

ever outside of the combination. It is plain, however,

that there is here something more than mere juxtaposi-

tion. No one element does, nor can it do, anvthing of



itself, nor has it any function or effect except in its most

intimate relation to and action upon its neighbor. The

whole union forms a perfect organized brake mechan-

ism. The function of the operating lever is to pull the

connecting rod; that of rod is to operate the crank-arm,

which in turn rocks the shaft, and this operates the knee

levers to which it is connected, said knee levers working

in unison by reason of the rod connecting them, and all

operating to force down the brake-shoes on the track

.

In a word, the transmission of power is direct from the

operating lever, through all the elements to operate the

knee levers and apply the brakes. Each element coacts

with all the others; there is joint action throughout and

the result is due solely to that joint action, and this final

result is something different from and in addition to any

result produced by any single element, or any member

short of the whole, and is not the mere sum of the effects

of the whole. It is, therefore, a true combination. In

Sec. loo Eobinson says: " But when these elements are

so united that by their reciprocal influence upon each

other, or their joint action on, their common object, they

perform additional functions and accomplish additional

results, the union is a true combination." The Supreme

Court in Reckendorfer vs. Faher {ante), in giving exam-

ples of true combinations, says on page 357, what is very

applicable to the present case: " In these and numerous

like cases the parts co-operate in producing the final effect,

sometimes simultaneously, sometimes successively. The

result comes from the combined effect of the several

parts, not simply from the separate action of each, and is,

therefore, patentable."
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Commissioner Butterwortli in e.r parte MarsliiiU, 25

Off. Gaz., 882, defines a combination to hv "a co-ordina-

tion of individual functions, so as to constitute a common

function." This fits the claim under discussion perfectly.

The elements are co-ordinated, that is, modified and af-

fected by their union in the combination, whereby they

act to transmit power and as so modified and affected, their

co-ordinated functions constitute a common function,

namely, the application of the brakes.

These considerations, though usually applied to an

analysis of claims in which each element is considered, and

its function and coaction are taken separately, are equally

applicable to an analysis in which groups of the claimed

elements are considered. Thus in the present case, ap-

pellant, in the Court below and also in this Court, has tried

to show aggregation by collecting the elements of the

claim into two or more separate groups, and then by show-

ing these groups to be old, to prove no more than aggre-

gation in their combination. To carry this out, it is shown

that an operating lever, a connecting-rod, and a rock-shaft

with a crank-arm have been used in a combination or

group, prior to the invention of appellee's patentee. It

is shown also that this same patentee used on California

street, prior to this patent, a track brake which was

operated by a single knee lever, and finally it is shown

that connected knee levers have operated followers in

baling presses. Then, taking these several groups to-

gether, the contention is that their union in the combina-

tion sued on is a mere aggregation. This is a novel

proposition, unsupported by any direct authority. Tt is,

however, untenable, for if the union of the several dis-
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tiiict elements be not an aggregation, their union in so-

called groups cannot be, for when put in the combination,

they immediately resolve themselves into individual ele-

ments, and are no longer and cannot be considered groups.

Moreover, there is omitted from consideration in support-

ing this contention, even though there be only a union of

old groups, the novel and useful result which is produced

by this combination or union, which result is not the

mere aggregate of group functions, but is due directly to

the joint action or coaction of the groups.

In view of these considerations appellee submits that

the Court below did not err in finding that the claim of

the patent in suit is not for a mere aggregation of

elements.

The second error assigned is tliat the Court l)elow

should not have found that the claim of the patent sued

on is for a patentable combination.

In so far as this assignment may be taken to mean that

the claim was not patentable because it was for an aggre-

gation, the previous argument applies and need not be

repeated.

In its bearing on the general subject of want of patent-

able invention or of w^ant of patentable novelty in view

of the prior state of the art, it can best be discussed in

connection in the third assignment of error, which rnises

the question of anticipation, and necessarily involves a

review of the evidence both of w^itnesses and prior

patents, from wdiicli a conclusion both as to invention and

as to novelty may be reached.

One of the patents of the prior art is that issued to J. C.
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Patterson, No. 285,o07, dated Sept. 2o, 1883, for a Car

Brake. Tliis is found on pages 40 to 48 of Record.

We do not know how far, if at all, this Court will con-

sider this patent, in view of the fact that appellant aj)-

pears to have abandoned its position founded upon

it, as the Court will notice that in appellant's brief

no reference whatever is made to it, other than includ-

ing it by name in the assignment of errors; and no

argument is founded upon it. This is undoubtedly due

to the fact that we have successfully carried our patentee's

invention and his reduction of it to practice, back of the

date of the Patterson Patent, thus rendering it nugatory

as an anticipation, even should it be held to be otherwise

sufficient to serve as such. But as this Patterson- Patent

is included in the Becord and testimony and in the as-

signment of errors, and as his Honor, Judge Knowles,

considered it fully in rendering his opinion in the Court

below, we deem it advisable to refer it fully in order that

no mistake may arise.

Our answer to this patent is two-fold. First, that it

does not disclose the invention of the patent sued on, and

second, that our patentee. Root, conceived and reduced to

practice his invention, as patented, i^^^^or to the date of the

Paterson Patent.

The first answer may now be considered.

Our claim calls for a shaft ''connected ^othe upptr end

of one pair of levers." Ihe defendant has such a shaft,

hut the Patterson Patent has not. Patterson's rock-shaft I,

is not connected to the upper end of one pair of levers,

but it is connected by the link G with the middle or joint

of one pair of levers. Both appellant's and appellee's
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construction are alike in the connection of the rock-shaft

to the upper end of the knee lever, and they both differ

from the Patterson Patent in this respect.

(See Smith's testimony, X.-Q. 20 to 23, inclusive.)

That this difference is essential and important is fully

proven by the testimony of the patentee, Root. He had

made a brake which he put on the cars of the California-

street cable road in San Francisco, in 1878. This

brake differed from the patented brake in several features,

to be more fully discussed hereafter. One of these feat-

ures was, that in the California-street brake the connec-

tion was made with the joint of the knee or toggle lever.

(Root's deposition, Q's 31 and 32, page 63.) This con-

nection was similar to that of the Patterson Patent in so

far that both connections were with the joint of the toggle

lever. In Root's patented brake, sued on, the connection

is to the upper end of one of the toggle levers. Being

asked (Q. 33, page 63) why he made this change from

the California-street brake, he gives several reasons.

(Ans. 32-37, pages 63-64.) The principal one of these

is that, connecting with the joint of the toggle lever there

were lost motion and indirect leverage, due to the fact

that after pushing back the members of the toggle lever

a certain distance, further pushing was in the line of said

members and had no effect. This resulted in an imper-

fect throwing off of the brakes, and required the use of

a spring to fully throw the brakes oft". This spring, he

testifies, was actually used in the California-street brake,

and was needed. But in his later and patented brake,

where the connection was with the upper end of the tog-

gle lever, these disadvantages were not present, and he
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ditl not have to use a spi'ing. He says (A. o7) :
" The off

motion, that is, tlie luovenieiit to raise the block up and

thi-ow the brake off is positive and certain." Upon cross-

examination, defendant's counsel sought to show that the

weighted lever W, shown in the patent sued on, was the

equivalent of the spring used in the California-street

road. Root answers that it performed the same function

in a better and a different way. (Ans. 53-57, pages 67-

68.) In this testimony the witness evidently means that

the two are alike in function merely in their capability of

holding the brake up, and not in the necessity of their

presence to throw the brake off; for, upon re-direct ex-

amination (Q's 63 to 66, pages 69-70), he testifies that

in the patented construction, even without the weight,

the full effective force of the power connections could be

had in throwing the brakes off, while with the California-

street brake, it could not be had, and the spring had to

be used.

This difference is due to the different point of connec-

tion of the power mechanism with the toggle lever, and

clearly shows the difference betw^een the Patterson con-

struction, which connects with the joint of the lever, and

the patented construction sued on, which connects with

the upper end of the lever.

The Patterson Patent does not, therefore, disclose the

combination of the Root Patent, and does not anticipate

it.

The second answer to this Patterson Patent is, that

whatever its effect might otherwise be, it cannot here

serve as an anticipation of the Root invention, because
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its date is Inter tlian the date of invention of complain-

ant's patentee, Root.

A prior patent is an anticipation and a defense only

by reason and by force of the statute making it so.

Sec. 488r> of the Rev. Stat, of the United States pre-

scribes the conditions upon which a patent may l)e grant-

ed: " Any person who has invented or discovered nny

new and useful art, machine, manufacture or composition

of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof,

not known or used by others in this country, and not pnf-

ented or described in any printed publication in this or

any foreign country before his inceniion or dixcoi:trij

thereof," etc., may obtain a patent. Consequently the

Patterson invention must have been j>atented before com-

plainant's patentee. Root's invention or discovery thereof,

in oi'tler to be an anticipation.

Section 4920, R. S., makes one of the defenses avail-

able in an action for infringement: "That it had been

patented or described in some printed publication priov

to his supposed invention or discovery thereof.

The practice in overcoming the defense of a prior pat-

ent is well settled. It is to show by parol proof that the

invention of the patentee of the later patent was prior to

the d(f.te of the earlier patent.

Bates vs. Coe, 98 U. S., 81.

St. Pun I rion- TFoy/s vs. Starling, 140 U. S., 184.

In Bates Vfi. Coe, on page 83, the Supreme Couit says:

" Evidence to sustain the second defense is sufficient if

the patent introduced for the j)urpose, whether foreign

or domestic, was duly issued or the complete description

of the invention was published in i^ome printed publica-
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ti(»ii [)i'i<)r to the patciited invention in suit; aiul the

patent olTei'ed in evidence, or the i)i'inted publication,

will 1)0 held to he [)rioi' if it is of prior date to the [)atcnt

in suit, unless the patent in suit is accompanied by tlie

application for the same, or unless the comjjlainant intro-

duces parol proof to show that his invention was actually

made prior to the date of the patent or prior to the time

the application was filed. Neither the defendant in an

action at law, nor a respondent in an equity suit, can be

permitted to prove that the invention described in the

prior patent, or the invention described in the printed

publication, was made prior to the date of such patent

or printed publication, for the reason that the patent oi"

publication can only have the eHect as evidence that is

given to the same by the Act of Congress. Unlike that,

the presumption in respect to the invention described in

the patent in suit, if it js accompanied by the application

for the same, is that it was made at the time the applica-

tion was filed; and the complainant or plaintiff may, if

he can, introduce proof to show that it vas made at a

much earlier date.''

In St. Paul Plow Works vs. Starling, on page 198, the

Supreme Court says: " The plaintiff in rebuttal of the

defendant's principal evidence, offered proof tending to

show that he first constructed a plow containing the

elements of the first claim of his patent, before the date

of the earliest patent introduced by the defendant on the

question of novelty. The defendant objected to this evi-

dence as immaterial, and that it was a part of the plaint-

iff's case in chief; but the Court overruled the objection

and the defendant excepted. After the defendant had
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introduced in evidence the earlier patents, it va^ proper

for the phiintiff to show that, prior to the date of any of

them, he had reduced the invention covered by his first

claim to practice in a working form. Elizabeth vs. Pave-

ment Co., 07 U. ^., 126,130; Loom Com2')any y^. Higgina,

105 U. S., 580, 592. Proof of the date of the plaintiff's

invention was strictly a matter of rebuttal, after the de-

fendant had put in the patents which were prior in date

to the plaintift'^s patent. The defendant might afterwards

have offered evidence on the same point."

This Court followed tliis doctrine in Norton vs. Jensen,

49 Fed. Rep., 859 (862).

The proof in the present case follows this rule strictly.

Root, the complainant's j^atentee, testifies that he had

fully settled on this brake prior to April, 1882, when he

went to Chicago for a fcAV days (A. 9, page bS). That

immediately on his return he had a full sized model of it

made, and that early in the spring of 1883, he had cars

running on the Market Street Cable Railway in San Fran-

cisco witli this brake on them. In Answer 17 (page 59),

he says they commenced building the cars and putting the

brake on during the winter of 1882 and 1883. The first

car was received March 9, 1883, and immediately used.

He further says (A. 19, page 59), that other cars con-

tinued to come and were put in use at once.

Witness Thomas (pages 50-56) testifies that he made

the model of the brake for Root in June, 1882, and that

lie ]^ut the brakes on the cars of the Market-street road.

The admission (bottom of page 70 of Record)

shows that Wm. H. Birch made and delivered, between

April 2, 1883, and July 31, 1883, under order of Root, a

Vi Id
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DiunlxT of tliose brake mecbaiiisins for use on the Market-

street cars.

Thus it is conclusiv^ely proven that Root invented his

brake and extensively reduced his invention to practice

before September 2'), 1883, the date of the Patterson

Patent.

This pi'oof is ampU^ under the hiw to avoid the effect of

the prior patent to Patterson, and complainant's patent is

not anticipated by said prior patent.

A prior patent is rendered nugatory as an anticipation

by showing that complainant's invention preceded it.

Lorillard & Co. vs. Donna, Carroll cC' Co., 20

Blatch., 63.

Nor is it pertinent to show the date of invention of the

prior patentee.

Bates Ys. Coe (ante).

lyler vs. Crane, 7 Fed. Pep., 775.

Kellelier vs. Barling, 3 B. and A., 438.

Counsel for defendant has objected to the testimon}^ of

Poot, Thomas and Birch, in so far as it attempts to carry

Root's invention back of the date of the Patterson Patent,

on the ground that the question is res adjndicata.

There is nothing in the record to support this objection,

nor to show wherein the "res adjndicata " has its founda-

tion. Counsel evidently meant to introduce the proceed-

ings in the Patent Office upon Boot's application. He
has not done so, and the necessity for referring to them

at all is doubtful. But we will do so. These proceedings,

briefly stated, were the citation of the Patterson Patent

as a reference, the amending of Root's claim to embod}^
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and point out the distinction between the Patterson de-

vice and his, namely, the connection to the npper end of

the togo:le lever instead of to the joint thereof, and the

allowance of Root's claim tlius amended.

In these proceedings there is no res adjmlicatii

.

The decisions of the Patent Office are not /ys ^^c/y^/^/icrtYrA

in tlie courts. This in interference cases has often been

decided.

Minnenpous rlarrester Works vs. McCormick Har-

re^f'uKj MavJune Co., 28 Fed. Rep., 565.

Cdhilold MiCfq Co. vs. Chrolithian Collar and

Cnff Co., 24 Fed. Rep., 275.

Whtpple vs. JJiner, 15 Fed., Rep., 117.

Nor is a rejection upon a prior patent by the Patent

Office res adjudicata in the courts.

Jlatheirs vs. Floicer, 25 Fed. Rep., 830.

(See plea 4, page 832.)

There is, however, an estoppel involved, and counsel

may mean this. But what is this estoppel?

Estoppel does not arise from any action of the Patent

Office. It only arises from the acts or admissions of

the applicant himself. From this has grown the rule

many times enunciated by the Supreme Court that an

applicant making limitations in his claim to avoid the re-

ferences is bound by sucli limitations.

Bo('))i.er vs. Peddle, 132 U. S., 313, and cases there

collected.

Pliuriix Custer Co. vs. ISinegel, 133 U. S., 3()0.

This is the extent of this estoppel, and counsel's ob-

jection can be effective only in estopping appellee fi'om
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(Iciiyiiii;- that its patentee's invention is what lie said it

NYMs when lie amended his claim.

Hnt appellee does not deny this. It has no reason to,

for the appellant's brake structure is precisely the combi-

nation set forth in the claim as allowed, and is an in-

fringement thereof.

But when the appellant sets up the Patterson Patent

as an anticipation, it refuses to recognize the distinction

for which appellee's patentee successfully contended in

the Patent Office, and asks this Court to agree with it that

the Patterson Patent is the i<ame thing as appellee's pat-

ent. Can this doctrine of estoppel, then, be carried so far

as to invalidate the p)atent by depriving appellee of the

benefit of the express provisions of the statute and of the

decisions of the Supreme Court, which permit it to prove

by parol testimony its patentee's invention back of the

date of the prior patent, set up as an anticipatioji? We
say there is no authority for this. Were this possible the

citation by the Patent Office of any reference, no matter

how little pertinent, would deprive the patentee in a suit

on his patent of proving his invention back of said refer-

ence, to avoid its effect should the Court be asked to de-

cide that the reference disclosed the same invention.

Manifestly the doctrine of estoppel does not go to this

extent.

The evidence of E-oot, Thomas and Birch is, therefore,

admissible. The present case is very similar to the case

of Mathews vs. Flower, 25 Fed. Rep., 832 (cited above).

In that case the application was rejected on a prior

patent. But the patent office afterwards granted the

patent. The defendant in a suit upon this patent set up
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in plea 4 estoppel and 7rs adjudicata by reason of this

rejection. The Court said : "The answer to this is that

this action " (i. c. the rejection) "was superseded by the

actual issue of Patent No. 96,959 to Race and Mathews.

We do not understand there is anything in the action of

the Commissioner in rejecting an application which

operates as an estoppel or as res adjudicata upon the

parties in this Court. Unless it be a good defense to a

patent that the ajiplication for it was once rejected, this

is not a good plea."

We contend, therefore, that the Patterson Patent does

not disclose the same thing as our patent, and that the

action of the Patent Office in rejecting Root's application

was superseded by the subsequent actual issue of the Root

Patent. But if the Court find the Patterson Patent does

disclose the same invention we are not estopped from

proving the Root invention back of the date of the

Patterson Patent; and having proven it, that patent is

not an anticipation.

To sustain further the defense of anticipation, and also

to show the state of the prior art, appellant took the tes-

timony of Geo. C. Watriss and Peter H. Campbell. The

former witness testifies as to the character of the brake

used on the California-street cable cars, in San Francisco,

in 1878. He says complainant's patentee Root was the

engineer of that road, and that he was the draughtsman

(Q. 12, page 95). That he talked with Root about a

track-brake (Q. 14, page 95). That it was considered

that a track-brake was the best (Q. 17, page 90). That

the track-brake talked about was a double toggle lever

track brake (Q. 18, page 97). That it was used on Cali-
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forni:! slrt't-t {Q. I'J), niul that lie liimsclf lirst suggested

it to Root (Q. 22).

Tlie attention of the Coui-t is liei-e called to the use in

the direct examiniition of the witness of the expressed

"tlouble toggle lever." In oi-der to get at the facts, the

cross-exaiuinatiou of this witness was directed to showing

at what he understood by this expression. Accordingly

he was asked to make sketches of the brake used on

California street. This he did, and they appear in evi-

dence as Complainant's Ex. Watriss, 1, 2, 3 and 4. They

are found in the printed Record just before page 133,

being the four sheets of drawings immediately preceding

said page. From these the Court will see there ^vas but

a single toggle lever on each side of the truck, and that

the lower arm was connected with the brake-shoe at the

middle of said shoe. There were not two or double toggle

levers, such as QR and TV of the patent, and there was

consequently no connecting rod, such as V. The witness,

when his attention was called to the matter, acknowledged

the difference (X.-Q's 14 to 18, pages 100-101). This

is also proven by testimony of Thomas (Q's 32 and 33,

page 53), and Root (Q. 30, page 63). This California-

street brake also differed from the patented brake by

having the power connection with the joint instead of

with the upper end of the toggle lever.

This California-street brake is not the combination

called for by the claim of the patent sued on. It plainly

omits the second pair of toggle levers, the connecting rod

Y, and the connection with the upj)er end of the toggle

lever. The results are different, first, because of the lost

motion and ineffective application of power and the con-
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sequent nece.^sity of a spring in the California-street con-

struction as heretofore pointed out, and second, because

the California-street brake was not and could not be

forced down evenly, because its connection was with the

raiddl'^ of the shoe-holder. Tn appellee's device the con-

nection being double, resulted in this advantage.

It gives a parallel motion and differs from a middle con-

nection essentially.

(Root's Testimony, Q. 38, page 65.)

(Smyth's Testimony, Q's 12 to 14, ])age SO.)

Witness Watriss testifies on re-direct examination,

being led by counsel that two toggles work the same as

one toggle (R.-D., Q. 5 to 13, pages 102-104), but on re-

cross examination, Q. 21-23, page 106, he testifies as to

the difference in action and as to the advantage of the

double toggle.

The opinion of this witness as to the single toggle being

sufficient to naturally suggest the connected double ones

is considerably weakened by his final answers (]mge 107)

:

" R.-Q. 24—(By Mr. Van Ness.) How does it come

if there is any advantage in the double toggle brake, that

never was used on the California-street cable road ?

" A.—Well, like everything else in the cable road

business, it has been a cut and try from the first and ecery-

thing has been improved. If that Califoi'nia-street road

was an improvement, it simply was an improvement like

anything else.

"R.-Q. 25.—But they never have used that on the

California-street road ?

"A.—No, sir, not to my knowledge. T don't get

around there much."
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Tlic brake on tlie Clay-sti-eet road, as testified to by

witness Camj)bell, was a vertically movable block, raised

and lowered by a screw operated by chains. Pages 110-

113.

Defendant, to fnrtlier illnstrate the prior art, intro-

dnced in evidence Letters Patent No. 140,033, June 17,

1873, to J. B. Godwin for Improvement in Presses, and

Letters Patent No. 126,394, May 7, 1872, to Huntington

& Carter for Improvement in Baling Presses.

The Godwin Patent, found at ])age 73, as shown particu-

larly in Figure 2, consists of a follower operating in tlie

press chamber. To it are connected the two toggles GG,

the other ends of which are connected to the back of the

press. These toggles are connected at their joints or

knees by a link h. They are operated to push the fol-

lower forward by means of a chain H, connected with

litk b, and with a sweep I. They are brought back indi-

rectly by a chain connection K, with the follower. The

object of this patent is to shoAV that double connected tog-

gles are old. It cannot anticipate the Root Patent, how^-

ever, for it differs from the combination therein claimed,

first by not being a brake organism at all, and second by

the omission of track-shoes, shaft M, a connection with

the upper end of one of the toggle levers, crank-arm N
and connecting rod O. The connection is here with the

joints of the toggle lever, and is of such a character that

the toggle levers cannot be bent again by the same con-

nection after being straightened. The only effect this

patent can have is to show that connected toggle levers,

were old at the date of the Root Patent. But the patent

is not for double toggle levers and does not claim them.
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It is for ii combiimtioii as an entirety which is not dis-

closed i)v the Godwin Patent.

The Huntington & Carter Patent (found at page 70)

shows a follower, operating in a bahng chamber by means

of a pivoted lever H, connected with it by a lever G. It

is difficult to see the application of this patent to the

present case, unless it be designed to show a toggle lever

consisting of levers H and G, and the connection of the

power with one end of lever H.

This device so obviously does not disclose the combina-

tion of complainant's patent that it is needless to point

out the specific difference.

The prior art thus shown by appellant may be briefly

summarized as involving

—

First, the use of double connected toggle levers as a

power device to operate the follower in a baling press,

the power being applied to the joint or knee of one of

said levers.

(Godwin Patent.)

Second, the use of two levers for operating the follower

of a baling press.

(Huntington & Carter Patent.)

Third. The broad idea of a track-brake raised and

lowered by suitable mechanism. Example: the old Clay-

street hill cable road brake.

Fourth. The operation of a track-brake by means of

a single toggle lever, attached to the middle of the brake,

the toggle lever being operated by a power device con-

nected with the joint or knee of the lever. Example:

the California-street cable road brake.
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Fiftli. A construction described ;ind illustrated in the

Patterson Patent, wliicli bears a date prior to patent sued

on but subsequent to tlie invention of appellee's patentee,

said construction consisting of double connected toggle

levers, which carry the brake block and operated through

a rock-shaft connecting with the joint or knee of one of

the toggle levers.

To make this prior art applicable as antici])ation or as

showing want of novelty appellant must resort to an argu-

ment condemned by the courts, namely, the picking out this

thing from one source, that thing from another source,

and another thing from a third source, and by putting

these things together, endeavor to make and so anticipate

the patented thing. But this is not allowable. The

patented combination cannot be anticipated in this

manner.

The case of Parks vs. Booth, 102 U. S., 96, is directly

in point. In that case twelve prior patents were set up.

Concerning those the Court says (pages 103, 104) :
" Most

or all of the inventions described in those publications

bear more or less resemblances to that claimed by the

complainant, and it may be that if it were allowable to

test the validity of the invention in question by compar-

ing the same with the whole as if embodied in a single

exhibit, the evidence might be sufficient to support the

views of the respondent in respect to the defense under

consideration. AVere that allowable it might well be

suggested that the screen is found in one, the box in an-

other, and the means to produce the lateral shake in a

third, and so on to the end; but it would still be true that

neither the same combination in its entiretv, nor the same
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mode of operation, is described in any one of the patents

or printed publication given in evidence. ''' * '^''

Where the thing patented is an entirety, consisting of a

separate device or of a single combination of old elements

incapable of division or separate use, the respondent can-

not make good the defense in question by jjroving that a

part of the entire invention is found in one prior [)atent,

printed publication or machine, and another part in an-

other, and so on indefinitely, and from the whole or any

given number, expect the Court to determine the issue of

novelty adversely to the complainant. Bates vs. Coe, 98

U. S., ol. Common justice forbids such a defense, as it

wouki work a virtual repeal of so much of the Patent Act

as gives to inventors the right to a patent consistijig of old

elements, where the combination itself is new^ and pro-

duces a new and useful result. New elements in such a

patent are not required, and if such a defense were

allowed, not one paterd of the kind in a thousand of modern

date could be held valid. ''' * "=*• Defenses of the

kind, if the thing patented is an entirety, incapable of

division or separate use, mast be addressed to the invention^

and not to a part of it," etc.

The same doctrine is found in Mayoujan vs. Nev] York

Belting Company, 141 U.S., oo2.

See also Alaska Refrigerator Co. vs. Wiscon><ia Re-

frigerator Co., 47 Fed. Rep., o24.

Yet, in the present case, appellant ignores this rule.

All tile witnesses are asked if toggle levers are not old,

if double toggle levers have not been used in various

machijies, if the rock-shaft and connections, as means of

transmitting power are not known, etc., etc. But the
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combination of (he patent is nn entirety, and tliongh its

sepaiate elements may be as old as appellant could wish,

the combination is new, is useful, and is a ]iateutable in-

vention.

It is, therefore, submitted that the Court below did not

err either in holding the claim of the patent in suit to be

for a patented combination, or that it was not anticipated

by anything shown in the prior art.

The fourth assignment of error is that the Court erred

in finding infringement.

To discuss this we must first understand the construc-

tion used by appellant.

This construction is represented by the drawing, Com-

plainant's Exhibit 1), which is admitted to be correct.

This drawing is found on the sheet immediately following

page 132 of printed Record. In Fig. 1 of the drawing

is seen a cross-shaft M. It has a crank-arm N, better

seen in Fig. 2, from which a connecting rod O, extends

to an operating lever P. By moving this lever the shaft

M is rocked. The brake connections with each end of

shaft M being the same, their character will be best un-

derstood by referring to Fig. 2. The end of shaft M is

connected by a rod (not lettered), with the upper end of

an arm Q, which forms the upper arm of a knee or toggle

lever, the lower arm of which is R, jointed to arm Q,

and pivoted at its lower end to the brake-shoe holder S,

near one end thereof. Arms T and V of a second knee

or toggle lever are located opposite, and arm V is pivoted

to the brake-shoe holder near its other end. The two

knee or toggle levers are connected at their angles by a

link V, whereby they operate in unison.
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The operation is this : By moving lever Pin one direc-

tion, the rod O is drawn ujion. This rocks the shaft M,

and said shaft, through its connection with the upper end

of arm Q, straightens hoth knee or toggle levers, and

thereby forces the brake-shoe down to its woi'k. The

opposite movement raises the brake-shoes.

Comparison of Appellant's Construction With

That of the Patent Sued On.

It will readily be seen that the two braking mechan-

isms are very similar. Each has a track-brake which is

vertically movable. One of these is on each side. Each

has for each ti'ack-brake tico knee or toggle levers, the

members of each pair being connected at their angles by

a connecting rod or link, so that the}^ w^ork in unison.

Each has a rock-shaft operated from a lever by a connect-

ing-rod and crank-arm, and in each the rock-shaft is con-

nected at each end with the upper end of the upper arm

of one of the toggle levers. Appellee's witness Smyth,

in making this comparison (page 85), says that he finds

essentially the same construction in the two devices, with,

however, a slight modification in defendant's construction

due to the requirements of the particular car-truck to

which it is applied. This modification is that in appel-

lant's construction the end of the rock-shaft M is con-

nected with the upper end of toggle arm Q, by means of

a rod or link, and not directly, as in complainant's con-

struction.

He says, however, page 85: "The modification which

I have described in no wise changes the principle of the

brake mechanism or its method of operating from that

described in the patent, Exhibit A."
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Aj)j)(,'llant's witiK'.ss Sinitli, inaking the comparison (A.

0, pages 3G, 37), points out this as the only diflference.

He finds the connected double toggle levers to be the

same in both constructions, but says that the means of con-

necting them with the operating lever is different, be-

cause, in the complainant's construction the upper arm,

Q, of the toggle lever is connected directly with the end

of shaft M, while the upper arm, Q, of defendant's toggle

lever is connected with a rod, which is itself connected

with the rock-shaft.

Infringement.

Having now pointed out the similarity of and difference

between the two constructions, the question of infringe-

ment arises. The claim of the patent is a combination

claim. It consists of seven elements, namely

—

1st. Knee levers, suspended from the truck-frame.

2d. The connecting rod V, uniting them by their

angles.

3d. The track-shoes.

4th. The transverse shaft M, connected to the upper

end of one pair of levers.

oth. The crank-arm N.

6th. The connecting-rod O.

7th. The operating levor.

This enumeration, as far as the number of elements

goes, is the same as that made by appellant's witness

Smith (page 35). The character of the elements with

the exception of element No. 4, is also the same as set

forth by witness Smith. There is a difference in the

character of No. 4, concerning which it will suffice at
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this point to say that the wording of tliis element by the

witness is so made in order to sustain the defense of non-

infringement, as we shall presently show. In the appel-

lant's construction is found a combination of seven ele-

elements. Of these the knee lever, the connecting-rod

V, and the ti'ack-shoes, are acknowledged to be identical.

Tt is obvious that the operating lever P, connecting-rod

O, and crank-arm N, are the same. These are six of the

seven elements. The remaining one in the defendant's

construction is the rock-shaft M. It is a shaft which,

like the shaft M of the patent, is rocked by the move-

ment of lever P through rod O and crank-arm N. It is

a shaft tliat, like the patented shaft, effects through its

rocking movement the operation of the knee or toggle

levers; and finally it is a sliaft which, like the patented

shaft, is connected to the upper end of one pair of knee

or toggle levers.

Thus we find in appellant's construction every element

called for by the claim of the patent sued on, said ele-

ments acting together in the same way and forming a

a mechanism or apparatus which is identical with the

combination of the claim of said patent. Complainant's

witness Smyth testifies that he finds tiie brake mechanism

of the defendant to be the same as that set out in the

patent (x\. 11 page 8f5). This is infringement.

To negative infringement on the question of identity,

appellant has elicited testimony from its witness Smith

with a view to avoiding the combination of the patented

claim, both by contending that its construction is not the

same combination generally, and by asserting that it has

broken the combination by omitting one of its essential
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clcnu'iils. TIk' l(>nii(l;ili()ii of this defense is found in tlie

attempt of its witness to sIkjw that the sliaft M of its con-

struction is not the shaft M of tlie j)atent. His opinion

in tliis regard is based generally upon the fact tliat in tlie

j)atented construction tlie sliaft M is connected directly

with the toggle levers, and in the other it is connected in-

directly. Out of this flows the special point, namely, that

the patented shaft M is what he calls a " through shaft,"

one which connects the levers Q on opposite sides of the

car. He is thus enabled to assert that in appellant's con-

struction there is no such " through shaft," namely, one

which connects these opposite levers. This is the whole

reason for this defense. To it there are two answers.

First, that the shaft M of appellant's construction does

connect these opposite levers through the connecting-

rods, so that they work in unison. The second is that the

claim of the patent does not specify that the shaft M
shall connect these oppposite levers. The witness, in

describing (page 35) the 4th element of the patented com-

bination says, "connecting one pair of knee levers." The

object of this language is plainl}^ to qualify shaft M by

limiting it to one ^Yhich shall connect the opposite levers.

This construction is not justified by the language of the

claim. There is no intimation of this whatever. The

claim says, " connected to the upper end of one pair of

levers. The difference is between making the shaft itself

a connecting bond beticeen the levers, and making it

the thing which is connected to the levers. From a fair

point of view the distinction in the present case is im-

material, because even if shaft M of the patent connects

the levers directly, the shaft M of the infringing con-
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stiuctioii connects tliem indirectl3% but it is enoiio-li to

show the slender basis upon which defendant is compelled

to rest.

Kegarding these two mechanisms as a whole, forming

each a complete organism it will be seen that they are

indentical in object, purpose, function and mode of opera-

tion. Looking at their elements, it will be seen that they

correspond in general relationship as to position, and are

absolutely identical in object, function and mode of

operation. Regarding the particular elements, "shaft

M," it will be seen that the only difference is one of

mere form and arrangement. Both shafts have the same

function and mode of operation. Robinson on Patents,

Vol. 1, Sec. 242, considering diversity of arrangement,

after referring to those devices where a rearrangement

may produce a diversity in substance, says: " But when,

notwithstanding the differences of location or arrange-

ment, the function and the mode of operation are in all

respects the same, the diversity is only formal and the

character of the invention is not changed."

Mere change in form and arrangement, or a change in

location where no change results in function, object or

mode of operation, will not avoid infringement.

In Adamti vs. Joliet Manufacturing Co., o Bann. & A.,

1, the Court said: " A change of location of a part of a

combination, where there is no new function performed

by the changed member in its new location will not evade

a patent."

This applies directly to the present case. This is ap-

proved law in this Circuit.

Knoi: vs. 77ie Great Wef<tern Quicksilver MiniiKj

Co., 6 Sawyer, 430.

y: k^
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Tlu> whole question of substantial patentable identity

is fully discussetl by the Supreme Court in Machine Co.

vs. Murphy, 97 U. S., 120 (see page 12/)). The decision

is so applicable to the present contention that we quote

from it. The italics are oui's:

"Except where form is of the essence of the invention,

it has but little weight in the decision of such an issue,

the correct rule being that in determining the question of

infi'ingement, the Court or jury, as the case may be, are

not to judge about similarities or differences by the names

of things, but are to look at the machines or their several

devices or elements in the light of irhat they do or what

office or function they perform, and hon: they perform it,

and to find that one thing is ><vMtantially the same as an-

other, if it performs the same function m substantially the

same icay, to obtain the same result: always bearing in

mind that devices in a patented machine are different in

the sense of the j^atent law when they perform different

functions in a different way, or produce a substantial^

different result. Nor is it safe to give much heed to the

fact that the corresponding device in the two machines

organized to accomplish the same result is different in

shape or form, the one from the other, as it is necessary

in every such investigation to look at the mode of opera-

tion or the icay the device rvorks, and at the result, as well

as at the means by which the result is attained."

In the present case the shafts M of the two construc-

tions do the same thing, namely, they transmit the power

of the lever P to operate the knee or toggle levers, their

function is the same, they do it in the same way, by rock-

ing, and they attain the same result. They are, therefore,
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the same eleiiicntsiii the coiiibiiiatioii. Appellant, there-

fore, has the same combination. It has not omitted an

element; it has not even omitted an element and substi-

tuted a mechanical equivalent therefor, which would still

bean infringement.

Robinson on Pats., Vol. 1, Sees. 246 and 247.

Gill vs. H e//s, 22 Wall., 1.

Imliaeuser vs. Buer/i, 101 U. S., (347.

Fuller vs. Yentzer, 94 U. S., pages 29G-297.

Morteij SewiiKj Machine Co. vs. Lancaster, 129

IT. S.

It has absolutely the same element. It is the same

thing. Carter vs. Baker, 1 Sawyer, 512. It is the same

combination of devices.

Ires vs. Hamilton, 92 U. S., 426.

Much of the testimony of appellant's witness is directed

to show^ing that by changing the location of the rock-

shaft M of the appellant's brake, the mechanism becomes

invested with a capability of being operated by means

other than by said shaft; as for example by connecting

the operating lever with the rod which connects the rock-

shaft to the toggle lever. But this is wholly immaterial,

for the point involved is not how the appellant's mechan-

ism may be used but how it is used. The rod connecting

the rock shaft with the toggle lever is but a superadded

device, " but it has no effect whatever upon the office,

functions or mode of operation of the patented devices,

nor does it justify the defendants in appropriating them

to their use."

Tlie Russell and Ern:in yianfq Co. vs. Corhin

AJanfg Co., 7 Official Gazette, page 383.
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In i\w case just cited, the Court says, page 384: " If

the opinion in tlie former case was correct, the defend-

ants infringe if their device constructed and used in the

arraugeineut and connection described in the patent for

the aggregate structure, does operate in the same way

and produce the same resuU by substansially the same

means. In this view we think the defendant's frame is

not even entitled to be treated as an equivalent. It is in

substance the same thing as the complainant's case or

frame."

We submit, therefore, that the Court below was justi-

fied in finding infringement.

Finally, the Court below did not err in not dismissing

the bill of complaint as specified in the fifth assignment.

Appellee has shown that appellant uses the combina-

tion of the patented claims. Its device has every ele-

ment, operating together in the same way to produce the

same result. It is the same thing, and it is consequently

an infringement.

Appellant has not avoided infringement by connecting

its rock-shaft indirectly with the upper end of one pair

of knee levers, instead of directly, for it still conforms to

the requirement of the claim, and moreover it is an ob-

jectless change, a mere change in form and arrangement,

resulting in no new function, no different mode of opera-

tion and no change in result. It has not shown an antici-

pation of the patent sued on by the Patterson Patent,

both because said patent does not show a construction

which discloses the invention of the. patent in suit, and

because the date of the invention of a2:>pellee's patentee

Hoot is prior to the date of the Patterson Patent. Nor
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has the appellant shown anticipation nor want of novelty

by the prior art as illustrated by the other prior patents

and by the vague statements of the witnesses, nor bv the

construction used on California and on Clay streets.

Respectfully submitted.

Wm. f. booth,
Solicitor for Appellee.
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